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"How to Start Your Own Forex Signals Service" is like a treasure map to buried gold not only for

every currency trader, but for all those trading in other markets as well. It is the true story of how a

struggling currency trader was able to make thousands of dollars a month with just a demo trading

account.Included in this book is:* A road map for building a fully-automated trading signals

business. Why struggle to learn this business yourself when you can have an experienced signal

provider show you all the ropes.* The exact same steps used to build and run a successful Forex

signal service business. These steps are very important to the success of your new business.*

Details of the many ways to find profitable sources for trading signals that you can sell to your

customers. Using just one of these methods can help increase your monthly cash-flow.* Time and

money saving strategies that cover everything from A â€“ Z of a signals business. These will help

you get up and going in less time than going at it on your own.* All you need to know about starting

an online Forex signal service. This will save you potentially years of struggle in trying to figure out

things yourself.* How to start your own website and what software you will use to deliver trading

signals. These are great gems that can help you turn a profit much faster and easier.* What different

methods you can use to run this business. It is important to use this information to get the right start

from the beginning and avoid all of the most common newbie mistakes. * How to create financial

freedom and help others around the world with your business, just like I did. This is a reward of its

own and one well worth the read.Even if you are struggling right now and have no money to invest

in your own live trading account, you can still build a successful trading business. You will be able to

start earning income with just your demo account by using the information and road-maps provided

in this book.
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I know Rimantas for couple years now, using some of his products and services even until now.

Through one time I got a chance to meet him in person when he stopped by in California, USA. He

is pretty knowledgeable regarding forex signals service business, as he experienced the entire

process of setting up his forex signals service from the beginning.Rimantas is serious in creating

various solutions to help anyone who wanted to start their own forex signals service. Not only this

book explaining how to start, but he also have all the tools that he designed personally to make

things happen, which can be utilized by forex traders who are ready to launch their own forex

signals service. Most well known tools include Local Trade Copier, Remote Trader Copier, and

various forex software. Custom programming also available, which make it one stop shop.I strongly

recommend this book to anyone who are serious in starting their own forex signals service.

Information inside this book and its road maps will definitely save you time.

This book is more than just a book to read.I found it to be an excellent reference guide for someone

like me who's involved in forex currency trading, tomove up another notch in my dream to become

an independent fund manager.I have been a client of Rimantas Petrauskas and his sincerity is not

only found in my experience in dealing with him,but as I read his book I could also see how it (being

sincere) filtered through his thoughts.This book I would recommend to anyone that has an interest in

making a success in Forex and it goes without saying that the author is indeed interested in building

his share of contributing to "the greater good" of life with his tips and guidance.Well done Rimantas.

I have many times looked at the possibility of using copier software to copy my trades to other

traders and this is the only real and decent information I found with sound explanations and a "road

map" with "check points"I have read many books about trading in my short 4 years of being involved

in this business and this book has been a great help.It was the right read at the right time for



me.Rimanatas I thank you for your time and effort and await your next book!

This is very valuable book. It is complete manual how to start signal service. I learned basics about

(the most important things for me):- Main / largest social trading networks.- Trading signals delivery

software.- PAMM & LAMM accountsNow I can understand that (for example):- I should pick my

audience and donâ€™t advertise or try to sell my service to everyone. Even selling this to any

investor would seem a bad idea.- Before offering my signal I should tell them my story how I created

my strategy.- Performance record (posted on site, that is well respected in the industry) of my

trading signals is one of the most important parts of my success in running a trade signals

business.- And so on â€¦I like that the author of the book is a positive minded person.

Look and you will find! Rimantas has done his research. I have been trading Forex for a while, and

just recently launched a signal service. I have the vision to expand into a multi-signal service. I've

done a lot of research too, but needed guidance on how to attract other signal providers and

systems to my platform. I naturally hopped over to the sections on "Building a Customer Base" and

"Finding a Source of Profitable Trading Signals." Rimantas gave ideas on how to approach top

traders from a variety of Forex websites- social trading, brokers, etc. I was pleased to discover

some useful sites that I haven't come across as I already spend countless hours searching for info.

The advice is literally saving me time and money. I can compare more features and prices.

Rimantas creatively shares ideas on how to get the most out of your trading strategy, and market

the service using one trading pair to multiple currencies.The author exudes positivity, and his

encouragement to step out there, even with a demo account was bold and refreshing in a

competitive market. The great thing about Forex is that people tend to buy more than one trading

signal, so there's room for you to succeed if you apply the knowledge in this book.

Not sure where the book was actually delivered from but it arrived at my door in Australia within

days. I was impressed already. The quality of the book and the content also greatly impressed me. I

have been following the author, Rimantas Petrauskas, for some time now and I have always been a

fan of his blog posts and video presentations. He just seems like a very genuine guy that knows his

stuff. This book just took it to the next level and is filled with a lot of very useful information with

regards to starting your own forex trading signal service. I have been trading forex for 10 years and

there was plenty of information that was new to me. Having toyed with the idea of doing this myself,

I thought the book may give me some ideas on how to go about it. Well it has actually given me



many useful ideas on how to go about this. There are just so many options available that I wasn't

aware of and Rimantas goes into some excellent detail and really drills downs on all of these

options. If you are thinking about offering forex signals, then look no further than this book as I

believe it is the most comprehensive source out there. Job well done Rimantas and a great read

that has really opened my eyes! Thanks.
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